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Abstract 
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is the process of computationally identifying and categorizing opinions expressed in 
a piece of text, in order to determine whether the writer's attitude towards a particular topic, product, etc. is positive, 
negative, or neutral. It is one of the most active research areas in natural language processing and text mining in recent 
years. A detailed study of the two concepts (1) Temporal sentiment analysis (2) Sentiment causal relation is presented in 
this paper. Temporal sentiment analysis is useful for summarizing the events based on sentiment and time. Causal 
relation is useful for identifying cause and effect of events and is also useful for event prediction. These two concepts when 
combined result in a better event prediction model that can predict the time period between the events and sentiment of 
upcoming events. The proposed work introduces a generalized prediction model based on temporal sentiment analysis of 
tweet to identify the causal relation between the events which can be used to predict the event sentiment and duration 
between the events. The proposed method is to be evaluated using the performance measures precision and recall. The 
accuracy of causal rule prediction is evaluated using parameters Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean 
Squared error (RMSE). 
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1. Introduction 
Social media is a collection of internet based application that allows the users to create, share or exchange 
information [1]. Most common examples for social media are Social Network Sites (SNS), blogs, micro blogs etc. 
Social media sentiment analysis is a social media mining technique that involves constructing systems to collect and 
analyze opinions about different products that appear in blog posts, comments, reviews or tweets. 
Sentimental analysis or opinion mining is the field that analyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, 
attitudes, and emotions towards some entities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, 
topics etc. The terms  sentiment analysis, opinion mining, opinion extraction, sentiment mining, subjectivity 
analysis, affect analysis, emotion analysis, review mining come under the same category commonly known as 
sentiment analysis or opinion mining [2]. Recent research indicates that analysis of the online texts can be useful for 
(I C-2015)
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trend or event prediction. In [3] political orientations are predicted from the comments and reviews and [4] movie 
box office success is predicted on the basis of sentimental analysis. In [5] news sentiment or twitter mood is used to 
predict stock markets movement.  
Events are usually anchored to temporal expressions and these temporal attributes of the events are useful for 
identifying the temporal relation between the events and ordering of the events. These temporal attributes are also 
useful in better presentation of news and better prediction of events. A more complex type of relationship between 
events is causality. Identifying the causal relation between events is an important step in predicting occurrence of 
future events [6]. 
The proposed work introduces a prediction model based on temporal sentiment analysis to identify the causal 
relation between the events and uses it to predict the event sentiment and duration between the events. The proposed 
work use Support Vector Machine (SVM) for sentiment classification and the causal relation is found using support 
and confidence. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefs the survey on sentiment 
analysis. Section 3 discuss the relation between sentiment analysis and temporal relation Section 4 discusses about 
causal rule detection and sentiment analysis Section 5 overview of proposed system and in Section 6  conclusion and  
future work is provided. 
2. Literature Survey 
This section presents the survey on various methods for sentiment analysis, sentiment classification, temporal 
sentiment analysis and causal rule detection 
2.1 Sentiment Analysis 
Sentimental analysis can often be conducted in three levels known as Document Level, Sentence Level and 
Entity and Aspect Level. Document Level sentiment analysis classifies the entire document into either positive or 
negative [7]. Sentence level classification classifies the sentence into positive, negative or neutral category. In [8] 
polarity prediction model for sentence level sentiment classification was introduced. Entity and Aspect level also 
known as feature level sentimental analysis gives the summary about which feature of a product does user like or 
dislike [9].  
2.2 Sentiment Classification Method 
Different approaches or methods such as supervised learning, unsupervised learning and semi-supervised 
learning can be used for sentiment classification. Vaithyanathan et al.[7] applied supervised machine learning 
methods (Naïve Bayes, maximum entropy classification and support vector machine) for sentiment classification 
and evaluated its effectiveness in movie domain and concluded that SVM method showed better performance 
compared to other methods while Naïve Bayes showed the worst performance. Mullen et al. [10] proposed a SVM 
based sentiment classification method that assigned values to selected phrases and words, and used a technique for 
bringing them together to create a model for classification of texts. Qiang Ye et al. [11]    used a supervised method 
in traveler review sites and found the sentiment based on user reviews and also proved that the SVM outperformed 
Naïve Bayes approach. Deng et al. [12] introduced a new term weight method based on two factors; first one being 
the importance of the document and the second one, the importance of the term for expressing the sentiment. 
Advantage of this method is that, it can make full use of the available labeling information to assign appropriate 
weights to terms. In most of the sentiment analysis works based on supervised learning, SVM shows high 
performance and accuracy 
The proposed work intents to use twitter data for sentiment analysis. SVM has following advantages(1) it is 
highly robust to over fitting (2) it can handle large feature spaces [13] [14], (3) it is extremely efficient in learning 
sentiments from large twitter dataset and also supports prediction of information So in proposed work  SVM based  
sentiment analysis prediction  is done. 
 
3 Sentiment Analysis and Temporal Relation 
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Mishne and Rijke proposed [15] a system called Moodview for tracking and analyzing the mood of bloggers 
worldwide. Mood view can analyze the temporal change of sentiment.  Fukuhara et al.[16] proposed a method for 
analyzing temporal trends of sentiments and topics from documents with timestamps. Das et al. [17] proposed a 
method for finding the contribution of sentiments in determining the event-event relations from text. Usually event 
sentiment over time is calculated based on the web content like tweets, blogs, normal news article sites etc. These 
methods can easily summarize the events based on the time and overall sentiment. The proposed work uses both 
sentiment analysis and temporal relations for predicting the events and the average time period between two events 
using twitter blog. 
 
4 Sentiment Analysis And Causal Relation 
 
Causality (also referred to as causation) is the relation between an event (the cause) and a second event (the 
effect), where the second event is understood as a physical consequence of the first. The causal relation shows how 
variations in one variable can cause changes in the other variable. Therefore causality is more useful for prediction 
and reasoning. The contributions done in the field of sentiment analysis and causal relation detection is presented in 
Table 1. The comparison of the existing works with the proposed work is also given in the table. 
. 
5        Proposed Work      A brief idea about the proposed work is illustrated in this section. The proposed work 
mainly consist of four phases.  The Fig.1 shows the detailed architecture of the proposed system. 
                                       TABLE.1: Comparison of works done on Sentiment Analysis and Causal rule extraction                      
Sl 
No 
Title Contribution Method Used Causal Relation identification Limitation 
1 Topic Sentiment 
Change Analysis [18] 
Topic Sentiment Change 
Analysis 
1.Sentiment analysis 
2.Time base analysis 
3.Causal rule  detection 




2 Predictive Sentiment 
Analysis of Tweets: A 
Stock Market 
Application[20] 
Twitter feed can forecast 
stock market movement 
1.Sentiment analysis 
2.Time base analysis 
3.Causalrule detection 
4.Prediction 
1.Causal identification using positive 
sentiment probability 
2. Twitter sentiment causes stock 
change. 
1.Time duration between 
events is not predicted 
2. Concentrates only on 
finance and stock market. 
3 Extracting Temporal 




1.Time based analysis 
2.Causal rule detection 
Causal relations are identified based 
on annotation framework for events 
and temporal relations, namely 
TimeML 
1.No sentiment   
evaluation 
2.No prediction 
4 Facebook’s daily  
sentiment  and  
international  stock  
markets [19] 
Evaluating the daily 
sentiment and trading 
behavior using face book 
gross national happiness 
index 
1.Sentiment analysis 
2.Time Based analysis 
3.Causal rule 
identification 
1. Causal relation between Sunday’s 
sentiments and Monday’s stock 
change 
1. No prediction of time 
duration between two 
events is done. 
2.Suitable for stock market 
domain 
5 Stream-based active 
learning for sentiment 
analysis 
in the financial 
domain. [21] 
Active learning approach  
for sentiment analysis of 
tweet streams in the stock 
market domain 
1.Sentiment analysis 
2.Time based analysis 
3.Causal rule detection 
4.Prediction 
1.Causal identification using positive 
sentiment probability 
2. Twitter sentiment cause stock 
variation. 
3. Correlating two domain using 
causal rule. 
1.No prediction of time 
duration between two 
events is done 
2 Concentrates on finance 
or stock market field only 
6 Sentimental causal 
rule discovery from 
Twitter[22] 
Sentimental causal rule 
discovery using twitter 
1.Sentiment analysis 
2.Causal rule  detection 
Combines sentiment analysis and 
causal rule and forms sentiment 
causal rule 
1.No temporal factor 
considered 
2.No prediction 
7 Proposed work A generalized approach that 
uses sentiment causal rule 
for  event sentiment 
prediction 
1.Sentiment analysis 
2.Time based Analysis 
3.Causal rule detection 
4. Prediction of event 
sentiment and time 
period between two 
events. 
Uses support and confidence for 
causal rule identification and uses the 
causal rule for future events 
prediction 
Approximate prediction of 
time period between the 
events. 
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Step 1 Keyword Extraction: The first step of the proposed work is extracting aspect keywords from tweets with in 
a time period. These aspect keywords are used for causal rule detection After extracting the aspect keywords the 
next step is identifying the sentiment of the aspect keywords. The Alchemy API is used for the Keyword extraction 
and the Sentiment Analysis phase. 
 
 Step 2 Sentiment Analysis: The main objective of this phase is determining the sentiment of the aspect keyword. 
Identifying the polarity of a keyword is a difficult task because positive word may be negative in some situation and 
negative word maybe considered as positive in other situation. Since SVM shows high performance, it is used for 
sentiment classification. SVM classification is based on features. Feature selection is to be optimized so that 
classification error is reduced. To achieve higher classification accuracy 10-fold cross validation is to be performed. 
The method used for sentiment analysis is to be evaluated using the performance measure precision and recall. 
Precision and Recall can be calculated [11] using (1) (2) (3) and (4) 
     
Precision (pos) =                
(1) 
 Precision (neg) =                
(2) 
 Recall (pos) =                
(3) 
 Recall (neg) =                
(4)                                                                                                                                                                      
Fig. 1   Block Diagram of proposed work 
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where a, b are true positive and negative review for positive polarity prediction and c,d are true   positive and 
negative  
review for negative polarity prediction. 
 
Step 3 Causal rule detection: The next step is identifying the causal rule between aspect keywords. The causal rule 
is detected by Support and Confidence [22] using   (5) and (6) 
 Supp (   =                                                                                                                                        (5) 
 Confi (   =                                                                                                                              (6)        
where is the set of all tweets and  is a subset of transactions including  and and  is a subset of 
transactions                                                             including and  ,    and  
Step 4 Prediction: The final step is prediction based on causal rule identified in the previous step. Using time based 
analysis of tweets and causal rule the prediction of upcoming events is done. Accuracy of prediction is evaluated 
using the parameters Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean Squared error (RMSE) [23] by (7) and (8) 
MAE and RMSE measures the deviation between the true rating and predicted value 
 
MAE=                                                                                                                                                               (7)         
RMSE=                                                                                                                                                        (8) 
 
where is the true value and  is the predicted value of  tweet The experiments are to be conducted to minimize 
the objective functions specified in Eqn. 7 & 8.  
                          .  
 
6 Conclusion 
In this proposed work Sentiment analysis is done on tweet data and the people’s attitude or sentiment towards a 
topic or incident is identified. Analyzing the people’s opinion in different time period is useful for causal rules 
detection .The causal rules identified are useful for event prediction. Time based analysis of tweets help in 
identifying the possible time period between the predicted events. Future work is to implement the system, evaluate 
using the given performance measures and prove the efficacy over the existing system. 
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